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Interested faculty members and students may register for the following webinar which is going 

to be held on Thu, Aug 24, 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM IST. 

 

Virtual Academy: Automation of OBE and Accreditation to improve Pedagogy 

Thu, Aug 24, 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM IST 

Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2267124091358910723 

Description: 

 
All engineering institutions across globe wants to follow Outcome Based Education (OBE) due to 

accreditation and quality constraints. When we started Watsinit we were forced to look into options 

which will improve the skill quality of the engineering students. Coming from a semiconductor 

background, we found that students skill level is declining and after careful analysis we found 

outcome based education if followed in principle and practiced day to day, then we can get hire 

students based on OBE based skill reports. We tried to get such report from institutions and found that 

its very tough to manually follow such a process and it demands software.  

 

After this we created RAIN (Report Analytics as Incisive Note), which will ease OBE implementation 

and will make faculty to follow OBE daily. Complete details of the students performance in a new 

domain will be showcased. Also with the data gathered we made the RAIN even more intelligent. It 

generates the Accreditation report for NBA satisfying the most difficult criteria of CO, PO 

computation. It has complete Faculty Information System along with advanced assessments including 

the surveys & Rubrics implementation. Granular analysis can be done on Student performance, 

Outcomes & Teaching learning methods. This webinar will show extensive analysis reports and 

features of RAIN, which is now adopted by leading universities like Anna University & Vel Tech 

University. 
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